The APFCB Travelling Lecturer for 2013/2014

Speaker: Prof Sunil Sethi

Prof Sethi is a Senior Consultant Chemical Pathologist and the Chief of the Department of Laboratory Medicine at the National University Hospital, Singapore. He is also the current Vice President of APFCB.

He is able to speak on one of the following topics:

1. Managing Laboratory Informatics, Middleware and Process Control.

2. The Clinical and Technical Demands of Laboratory Cardiac Biomarker Resulting.

3. Developments in Laboratory Diagnosis and Monitoring of Diabetes and Related Metabolic Syndromes.

If you are interested in inviting Prof Sethi to your country, please liaise with him directly to arrange a suitable date and then inform the Education Committee Chair once the arrangements are finalised.

Prof Sethi’s email: sunil_sethi@nuhs.edu.sg

APFCB will cover expenses for the flight to and from your country.

The local organisers will have to cover local expenses including accommodation (minimum 4 star hotel), local travel and meals.
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